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Software Defined Networking attempts to use software defined packages or modules

for implementing network features/functions and their control and management. It

utilizes the concept of separating the network control plane from the network traffic

forwarding plane. The control plane can be physically distributed, but it is logically

centralized. SDN decouples the physical networking infrastructure/resources from

the services that utilize them so that flexibility and programmability in a resources’

assignment can be achieved seamlessly for the desired applications and services.

However, there are a number of network management issues to be explored as to

how developers and engineers should design, build, and manage networks from the

existing networks, and what and how new functionalities can be offered.

We received a large number of submissions from seven different countries. We

have gone through a rigorous review process and all the papers received at least two

reviews. Ultimately, we selected five papers from the open call, and an invited paper

from the industry. This special issue covers a wide scope of SDN management

including a transport network, a broader abstraction platform, a hybrid architecture

with a legacy network, a multi-domain architecture, multicast, and end-host

management. Some of them are near or already at the operational/deployment stage.
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The paper ‘‘Software-Defined Multicast for Over-the-Top and Overlay-based

Live Streaming in ISP Networks’’ by J. Rückert, J. Blendin, and D. Hausheer

proposes a software-defined multicast to improve residential broadband ISP’s traffic

efficiency for large peer-to-peer (P2P) live streaming data that is often hard to

predict and control. It uses the ONF’s OpenFlow based multicast service and a

concept of a virtual peer that allow an external streaming source to take a virtual

presence inside an ISP network as a generic network layer proxy.

The paper ‘‘Towards A Network Abstraction Model for SDN’’ by E. Haleplidis,

J. H. Salim, S. Denazis, and O. Koufopavlou explains the backgrounds and relation

between SDN and NFV (Network Function Virtualization). It proposes a unifying

common network abstraction model for both forwarding and network functions

where NFV is able to a create virtual network infrastructure and SDN is capable of

configuring them. Then each device can be accessed by a controller or NF manager

through appropriate APIs.

The paper ‘‘FlowBroker: A Software-Defined Network Controller Architecture

for Multi-Domain Load Balancing and Reputation’’ by D. Marconett and S. J. B.

Yoo addresses the issues of scale and inter-domain forwarding and management in a

large SDN deployment scenario using a broker architecture. Broker agents

aggregate network states, compute efficient inter-domain forwarding paths, and

periodically recommend updated disjoint inter-domain paths for load balancing.

Then each controller uses a machine learning based agent to determine a better

performing and reputed broker. The FlowBroker is used to provide a cooperative

and scalable approach to multi-domain flow management in SDNs.

The paper ‘‘Providing Optical Network as a Service with Policy-based Transport

SDN’’, by M. Siqueira, F. Hooft, J. Oliveira, E. Madeira, and C. Rothenberg

discusses a policy-based mechanism in a transport SDN controller that supports

optical network virtualization. The authors then demonstrate the experiment results

of a few optical transport SDN applications as use cases, including dynamic virtual

optical network configuration and restoration and optical equalization of local policy.

The paper ‘‘HONE: Joint Host-Network Traffic Management in Software-

Defined Networks’’ by P. Sun, M. Yu, M. Freedman, J. Rexford, and D.

Walker presents a programmable platform of traffic management for both end-

hosts and network devices. The authors argue that involving end-hosts in traffic

measurement can provide rich contexts of application and transport layers and their

interaction with network devices. HONE agents perform monitoring and analysis of

measurement data in a programmable manner.

The invited paper ‘‘IRIS-CoMan: Scalable and Reliable Control and Management

Architecture for SDN-enabled Large-scale Networks’’ by T. Choi, B. Lee, S. Kang, S.

Song, H. Park, S. Yoon, and S. Yang presents a hybrid architecture of SDN-based agent

servers and legacy device-based switches for efficient network monitoring, control, and

management. IRIS is the authors’ OpenFlow based SDN controller, and IRIS-CoMan

agents include IRIS controllers, an IRIS Software-defined Virtual Monitoring Function

(IRIS-SuVMF), and a Virtual Network Management System (vNMS). It presents the

design, implementation, deployment, and evaluation results of IRIS-CoMan.

We hope that the readers take pleasure in reading the papers in this special issue,

and find these articles informative and inspiring. Our highest appreciation goes to
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the anonymous reviewers for offering their valuable time and expertise. We, the

editors give our special gratitude to the JNMS Editor-in-Chief and the Springer staff

for their valuable suggestions, guidance, and help.
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